Abstract-Especially in medical diagnostic applications, the confidence of the machine learning has been an integral part of the target of the research in the field of machine learning. This paper is based on two class confidence classifier, adopting two class classifier as tool to convert learning results of classifiers and achieve confidence management through setting threshold values. The research accomplished manageable general accuracy of the classification and manageable positive/negative classification accuracy. Such method is tested in 5 Biological Data experimental data sets of cardiopathy and diabetes, achieved preferable research result. Finally, the problems of current research are discussed, and the research direction is pointed out.  Index Terms-confidence machine, biological data, confidence mechanism, machine learning
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning applications in medical diagnostic field has made great progress, but how to improve the accuracy of diagnosis is a core problem. Credible machine learning is one of the ways to solve this problem.
Credible machine-learning outcome has been people's pursuit and research goals. Machine learning algorithm usually gives a simple judgment such as a "yes" or "no", "belongs" or "does not belong". However, it also needs to provide how much the credibility or reliability of such a judgment is for the so-called credible outcome of machine learning. Thus, it is used to decide whether to accept, adjust or abandon the judgment. This credible machine learning can be achieved by confidence mechanism brought by machine learning algorithm itself. This machine learning algorithm with confidence mechanism is Confidence Machine (CM). The Confidence Machine not only can make a prediction but also can make a quantitative quality metric: confidence and credibility, for each sample prediction [1] . The quality of prediction can be estimated through confidence and credibility, and an appropriate treatment strategy is accordingly made.
Confidence mechanism is introduced in machine learning to construct confidence machine. This is very suitable and necessary for the classification recognition algorithm of high-risk situation. It includes medical diagnosis so on [2] . Doctors should pay attention to the overall diagnostic correct rate in cancer medical diagnosis and other high-risk classification conditions. However, they also need to pay more attention to the diagnosis credibility of each individual case so as to make reasonable individual diagnosis and treatment. Thus, they can avoid diagnosing healthy people as sick patients or sick patients as normal person so as to delay treatment time.
II. LEARNING METHOD WITH REJECT OPTION AND APPLICATION

A. Principles
The confidence mechanism of learning method with reject option is as follows. Those categories that are not sure or may cause wrong classification are first refused by setting a threshold during the classification judgment to reduce error rate. Thus, confidence judgment is achieved.
First, the sample space is divided into two complementary areas: rejection region R and acceptance region (classification domain) A . They are defined as follows:
where t is threshold. The smaller the threshold t is, the greater the rejection region R is [3] . If sample x is located in acceptance region A , then x will be classified according to some learning method. If sample x is located in rejection region R , then x classification is refused.
The classifier with reject option was studied in Literature [4] , and optimal classifier and rejection rules were proposed. The two types of classification problems belong to 1
Bayesian learning method, and they belong to
in it is the rejection threshold, and
is set as posteriori probability threshold.
B. Methods
The above rules are used needing to avoid the demand of known sample probability distribution, and this was studied in Literature [5] . Many classifiers, such as Bayesian network, support vector machine and neural network will output a value for discrimination sample. This value is usually associated with the possibility that this sample belongs to some category. The method of dynamic bin width allocation and the method of empirical cumulative density function were proposed on these bases. The probability and the error rate were accurately estimated by transforming the output value into onedimensional data. Then, the reject options of two thresholds were used to achieve confidence classification.
Rejected samples are likely to be abandoned or may be set aside until more information is got to make decisions on their classification. Refusal selection can make the original high error rate reduced or eliminated, but it is also possible to make some correctly classified samples rejected.
C. Application Research
A "double hinge loss function" method was proposed on the basis of the necessary conditions of sample: the consistency and sparsity of classifier in Literature [6] . Thus, the conditional probability estimation near classification-rule threshold point was concerned by it. The problem of "minimizing the double hinge loss" is regarded as a secondary rule issue similar to the optimization problem of standard support-vector machine. Thus, a set of effective solution was put forward, and universal confidence classification and consistency can be achieved simply by selecting the appropriate kernel function.
The use of reject option in machine learning was also researched in Literature [7] - [11] , and the credibility of learning outcomes was achieved.
The use of support vector machine of "double hinge loss function" to build the application of a new system in electrocardiogram classification was described in Literature [12] . Ninety-nine percent of sensitivity was received using the smallest classification cost with reject option, higher than other related study levels that have been published.
A new fusion method of random subspace using a cascade with reject option was proposed in Literature [13] , and the automatic diagnosis of breast cancer was made. The first stage used support-vector-machine classifier to make the recognition classification of breast image. The rejected, unrecognized images were input into the second stage classifier containing multilayer perceptron for classification judgment. Then, the unrecognized again were diagnosed by human experts.
III. ALGORITHM DESIGN
A. Algorithm Core Concept
This algorithm's core concept is mainly three steps:
Step 1: use SVM to classify two class problems;
Step 2: Since the numerical order of SVM output score keeps the distance order to hyper plane while SVM classification, which means the closer to hyper plane, the smaller output score gets while transiting to one dimension space, vice versa.
Step 3: Set refuse field to enhance confidence. This procedure means to eliminate some possible error samples near hyper plane, which are corresponding to output score values near base point.
B. The Consideration for Four Situations
When SVM two-class classifier processing classification, four situations may occur, as shown in Fig.  1-Fig. 4 . When designing algorithm, above situations must be taken into consideration so as to correctly handle all possible outcomes in real application. 
IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
A. Algorithm Implementing Tools and Data
Such algorithm will use LIBSVM [14] as two-class classifying tool, and achieve algorithm using MATLAB 7.0 programming. Test data are collected using UCI [15] two class data sets such as heart, pima Indians diabetes, colon-cancer, liver-disorders and Australian, the specific parameters of data sets are shown as Table I .
First, use Python tool to process the data sets, then the algorithm tests the processed data sets. The test is repeated 10 times on each data set in order to obtain certain level of learning average. Finally, data obtained after testing are analyzed and compared.
B. Algorithm Implementation
Algorithm 1: Directly set threshold value to achieve manageable confidence classification.
Such method is relatively intuitive and simple, according to the distribution of outputs after classification, directly set the threshold value, then compute the accuracy, which is the confidence. The procedure is shown in Fig. 5 . The average result of executing such algorithm for 10 times is shown in Table II . Algorithm 2: Output percentage of transformed value from score settings to achieve manageable confidence classification.
The core concept of this method is to set percentage of score to base point to achieve manageable confidence classification, which is the minimum percentage from output score to base point, the maximum percentage from output score to base point, and then compute the threshold value, to achieve confidence classification. The procedure is shown in Fig. 6 . Algorithm 3: Output percentage of transformed value from error score settings to achieve manageable confidence classification.
The difference between this method and algorithm 4 is the start point of percentage computation. In this method, the positive error is the minimum of negative instance's output score to base point; the negative error is the maximum of positive output score to base point to seek threshold value, hence define accept field and refuse field to achieve confidence classification. The procedure is shown in Fig. 7 . The average result of executing such algorithm for 10 times is shown in Table IV. V. CONCLUSION This paper based on the Biological Data and proposed three algorithms: directly setting threshold value to achieve manageable confidence classification, setting the percentage of transformed output value from score to achieve manageable confidence classification, setting the percentage of transformed output value from error score to achieve manageable confidence classification, and tested on 5 data sets including cardiology and diabetes data sets to verify the design requirement.
In the current medical diagnostic applications research, according to the mechanism and method for confidence, the confidence mechanism in machine learning is divided into two main classes. The basic principle of the mechanism, the methods and the latest research progress in the medical diagnosis are expounded respectively.
At the same time, further research will be carried out to improve the control accuracy on manageable confidence machine.
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